What Is American Society for Quality (ASQ)?
About ASQ

ASQ provides the global community with the expertise, tools, and solutions to help organizations and individuals improve the products, services, and experiences we rely upon for our safety, health, and daily lives. Our mission is to increase the use and impact of quality in response to the diverse needs of the world.
ASQ Membership

• Professional development tools & member-only pricing on training, book, certifications, etc.
• Quality-related articles, case studies
• Monthly ASQ e-newsletter
• Quality Progress and seven other ASQ publications
• Technical forums and divisions and local sections
• Exclusive myASQ online community
• Online/In-person Networking
ASQ Certifications

• Peer-reviewed; adhere to ISO 17024
• Endorsed by more than 125 companies around the world.
• ASQ has developed 18 certifications—many offered in up to five languages.
• 250 testing locations in the U.S. and an additional 90 worldwide. Many more when we move to computer-based testing.
• Most ASQ certifications are applicable across industries.

Asq.org/cert
ASQ Events

World Conference on Quality and Improvement
ASQ San Diego Conference
Lean Six Sigma Conference
MDIC/ASQ Quality Forum
Thank You